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The full, explicit description of Young measures attainable by bounded se-
p m.quences from the Lebesgue space L V; R was known so far for the case
p s q` only. In the paper a suitable condition, characterizing such measures, is
isolated also for the case 1 F p - q`. A generalization of the L p-Young mea-
sures, constructed recently by DiPerna and Majda, can be thus described also, but
in special cases only. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
w xThe Young measures 19, 20 represent a modern mathematical tool to
hold certain ``limit'' information about oscillations in nonlinear problems
arising in optimal control theory, variational calculus, partial differential
equations, game theory, etc; more details about Young measures can be
w xfound, e.g., in 1, 3, 5, 9, 14, 16]18 . The Young measures on a domain
n  m.V ; R are weakly measurable mappings x ¬ n : V ª rca R withx
values in probability measures; ``rca'' denotes the set of regular countably
m  w x.additive set functions on the Borel s-algebra on R cf. 7 with a
bounded total variation and the adjective ``weakly measurable'' means
 m.  :that, for any ¨ g C R , the mapping V ª R: x ¬ n , ¨ s0 x
 .  .mH ¨ l n dl is measurable in the usual sense. Let us recall that, by theR x
 m.Riesz theorem, rca R , normed by the total variation, is a Banach space
 m.  m.which is isometrically isomorphic with C R *, where C R stands for0 0
the space of all continuous functions R m ª R vanishing at infinity. Let us
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 m.denote the set of all Young measures by Y V; R . It is known that
 m. `   m.. 1  m..Y V; R is a convex subset of L V; rca R ( L V; C R *, wherew 0
the subscript ``w'' indicates the property ``weakly measurable.'' A classical
w x  4 ` m.result 16, 18 is that, for every sequence u bounded in L V; R ,k k g N
there exists its subsequence denoted by the same indices for notational
.  4  m.simplicity and a Young measure n s n g Y V; R such thatx x g V
;¨ g C R m : lim ¨ (u s ¨ weakly* in L` V , 1 .  .  .0 k n
kª`
w x .   ..where ¨ (u x s ¨ u x andk k
¨ x s ¨ l n dl . 2 .  .  .  .Hn x
mR
` m.Let us denote by Y V; R the set of all Young measures which are
` m.created in this way, i.e., by taking all bounded sequences in L V; R .
 . mNote that 1 actually holds for any ¨ : R ª R continuous.
w x A generalization of this result was formulated by Schonbek 15 cf. also
w x .1 , where further generalization in this direction has been performed for
 4 p m.the case 1 - p - q`; for every sequence u bounded in L V; Rk k g N
 .there exists its subsequence denoted by the same indices and a Young
 4  m.measure n s n g Y V; R such thatx x g V
;¨ g C R m : lim ¨ (u s ¨ weakly in L1 V , 3 .  .  .p k n
kª`
where
m m < < p < <C R s ¨ g C R ; ¨ l s o l for l ª ` . 4 4 .  .  .  .  .p
p m.In fact, this result holds for p s 1, too. Let us denote by Y V; R the
set of all Young measures which are created by this way, i.e., by taking all
p m.bounded sequences in L V; R .
An explicit characterization of the Young measures belonging to
` m. w x ` m.Y V; R is known 16, 18 ; namely, n g Y V; R if and only if there
m  .is a compact subset S g R depending on n but not on x such that n isx
supported on S for a.a. x g V. However, analogous explicit characteriza-
p m.tion of the set Y V; R was missing so far. Our main result, Theorem 1,
fills this gap.
Sometimes nonlinear problems may exhibit, besides the rapid-oscillation
phenomena, also concentration effects which were previously neglected
because the L p-Young measures admit only test functions with the growth
w xstrictly lower than p; cf. 15 . Recently, DiPerna and Majda in their
w xpioneering work 6 developed a tool to handle both oscillation and
concentration effects simultaneously. Let us take a complete i.e., contain-
. ing constants and separating points from closed subsets separable i.e.,
containing a countable subset which is dense with respect to the Cheby-
. mshev norm ring R of continuous bounded functions R ª R. It is known
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 w x.cf. 8, Section 3.12.21 that there is a one-to-one correspondence R ¬
b R m between such rings and metrizable compactifications of R m; by aR
compactification we mean here a compact set, denoted by b R m intoR
which R m is embedded homeomorphically and densely. We will not
distinguish between R m and its image in b R m. Let us mention, as anR
example, that for the smallest complete ring containing only a continuous
< <function possessing a limit for l ª `, the corresponding compactification
m  .b R coincides with the one-point also called Alexandroff's compactifi-R
m  4  w x.cation, i.e., R j ` . Another example is see 6
R s ¨ g C R m ; '¨ g C R m , ¨ g C Smy 1 ; .  .  .0 0, 0 0 0, 1
< < pl l
¨ l s ¨ l q ¨ , .  . p0 0, 0 0, 1 5 /< < < <l 1 q l
my 1  . mwhere S denotes an m y 1 -dimensional unit sphere in R . Then
b R m is homeomorphical with a unit ball in R m. DiPerna and MajdaR
 4 p m.shown that, having a bounded sequence u in L V; R withk k g N
1 F p - q` and V an open domain in R n, there exists its subsequence
 .  .denoted by the same indices , a positive Radon measure s g rca V and
m . a Young measure n g Y V, s ; b R i.e., we consider here the closureÃ R
V of V endowed with the Radon measure s , instead of the Lebesgue
.measure as previously such that
;g g C V ;¨ g R: lim g x ¨ u x dx .  .  . .H0 k
kª` V
s g x ¨ l n dl s dx , 5 .  .  .  .  .ÃHH 0 x
mV b RR
 .  . < < p.where ¨ l s ¨ l 1 q l . In particular, putting ¨ s 1 g R we can0 0
see that
p< <lim 1 q u s s weakly* in rca V . 6 .  . .k
kª`
p m .  .  .Let us denote by D M V; R the set of all pairs s , n g rca V =ÃR
m p m .  .Y V, s ; b R created by this way, i.e., D M V; R contains just suchR R
 .  4  .a s , n for which there exists a sequence u such that 5 holds.Ã k k g N
Note that, taking ¨ s 1, we can see that such a sequence must be0
p m.inevitably bounded in L V; R . Again, no explicit description of the
p  m.``DiPerna]Majda measures'' from D M V; R was known. Nevertheless,R
 .we are able to give an explicit description see Theorem 2 below at least
 .in a particular case when s , n is composed from such a Young measureÃ
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m .n g Y V, s ; b R which is essentially not supported on the remainderÃ R
b R m _ R m. Happily, this special case appears quite typically when theR
 .DiPerna]Majda measure s , n solves some coercive optimization prob-Ã
w x w xlem; cf. 10 for the case of variational problems or 14, Chap. 4 for the
case of optimal control problems.
Our results rely on rather fine techniques, like the weak compactness in
1 .L V and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.
1. A CHARACTERIZATION OF L p-YOUNG MEASURES
Let us introduce still the notation
p m m < < p < <C R s ¨ g C R ; ¨ l s O l for l ª ` . 4 .  .  .  .
Our main result is the following assertion.
p m.THEOREM 1. Let 1 F p - q`. Then n g Y V; R if and only if
 m.n g Y V; R and
< < p 1x ¬ l n dl g L V . 7 .  .  .H x /mR
Proof. We will divide the proof into five steps. Four of them deal with
the ``if '' part while the last one addresses the ``only if '' part.
 ` D .Step 1 A construction of approximating L -Young measures n . For
 m < < 4D g N, let us put B s l g R , l F D , the continuous ``cutoff'' func-D
tion r D : R m ª R,
< <¡1 if l F D
D ~ < < < <1 q D y l if D F l F D q 1r l s 8 .  .¢ < <0 if l G D q 1
and the function s D : V ª R
s D x s 1 y r D l n dl . .  .  . .H x
mR
D  D4Then we define n s n asx x g V
n D s r Dn q s D x d , 9 .  .x x 0
where d denotes the Dirac measure supported at the origin. It is only a0
simple observation that, for all D g N and a.a. x g V, n D is a probabilityx
Radon measure supported on B and that the mapping x ¬ n D: V ªDq1
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 m. D  .rca R is weakly measurable. Altogether, we see that n defined by 9 is
D  m.a Young measure, i.e., n g Y V; R .
 D .Step 2 Convergence of n to n . Now we want to show that, for any
 m. 1 .D¨ g C R , it holds lim ¨ s ¨ weakly in L V , where ¨ is definedp D ª` n n nD
 . ` .again by 2 with n in place of n . For any f g L V we can estimateD
D¨ x y ¨ x f x .  .  . .n n
D DF ¨ 0 s x f x q f x ¨ l 1 y r l n dl .  .  .  .  .  .  . .H x
mR
DF ¨ 0 s x f x q f x ¨ l n dl .  .  .  .  .  .H x
mR _BD
' T 1 x q T 2 x . .  .D D
< D . < D .We can see from the definition that s x F 1 and lim s x s 0 forD ª`
a.a. x g V as a consequence of the Lebesgue dominated-convergence
 D .. mtheorem because obviously lim 1 y r l s 0 for any l g R . There-D ª`
1 .fore T x ª 0 for a.a. x g V. It also holds thatD
lim ¨ l n dl s 0 for a.a. x g V .  .H x
mDª` R _BD
< < `  m .because ¨ - q` a.e. on V and because F R _ B s B. Thisn Ds1 D
2 .  .shows that T x ª 0 for a.a. x g V, as well. Abbreviating C x sD
< < p  .mH l n dl , we can further estimate the particular terms:R x
1 DT x s ¨ 0 s x f x F ¨ 0 f x , .  .  .  .  .  .D
2T x s f x ¨ l n dl .  .  .  .HD x
mR _BD
¨ l .
F f x ¨ l n dl F f x sup 1 q C x . .  .  .  .  . .H px
m < <m 1 q lR lgR
Therefore,
D¨ x y ¨ x f x .  .  . .n n
F T 1 x q T 2 x .  .D D
¨ l .
F f x sup 2 q C x . .  . .p< <m 1 q llgR
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 .Thanks to 7 , we can see that the left-hand side has a common integrable
majorant. Therefore, by the Lebesgue dominated-convergence theorem,
 : ` .rwe have lim ¨ y ¨ , f s 0. As f g L V was arbitrary, we getD ª` n n
1 .D¨ ª ¨ weakly in L V .n n
 D p m..Step 3 Attainability of n from L V; R . Being supported on a
D ` m. bounded set B , n belongs even to Y V; R . Then it is known seeDq1
w x.  D4  D . D5, 16, 18 that there exists a sequence u such that lim ¨ u s ¨s sg N sª` s n
` . 1 .weakly* in L V , and therefore weakly in L V , as well. This holds for
any ¨ : R m ª R continuous, disregarding its growth because we can
D .suppose u x g B for a.a. x g V.s Dq1
 .Step 4 Linking Steps 2 and 3 . Now we are in the situation that
lim lim ¨ u D s ¨ weakly in L1 V . 10 .  . .s n
Dª` sª`
 Dj 4  Dj .Clearly, we can choose a suitable net u so that lim ¨ u s ¨s j g J j g J s nj j1 .weakly in L V . For every D g N fixed,
< D < p < < p Dlim u dx s l n dl dx .H H Hs x
msª` V V R
< < pF l n dl dx .H H x
V BDq1
< < p 5 5 1F l n dl dx s C - q`. .H H L V .x
mV R
 .  D4Note that 7 has been used again. Thus we may suppose that u iss sg N
5 51r p1 p m.contained in the ball of the radius C q 1 in L V; R indepen-L V .
 Dj 4dently of D g N. In particular, the whole net u is bounded ins j g Jjp m. p m.L V; R . Being localized on a bounded set in L V; R , we can
` .  m.replace our space of integrands L V m C R by the spacep
1  m.. w xL V; C R ; cf. 14, Example 3.3.13 which is related with the fact that0
both spaces have the same closure in the natural space of integrands
 m 1 . <  . <  . < < p4h: V = R ª R; 'a g L V , b g R: h x, l F a x q b l equipped
 < < 4 < <with the collection of seminorms h defined by h sD DD ) 0
<   .. <sup H h x, u x dx which can be proved by using the Dun-5 u 5 F D Vp mL V ; R . 1  m..ford]Pettis and de la Vallee]Poussin theorems. As L V; C R isÂ 0
separable, we can suppose J s N.
 .  4Step 5 The converse implication . Let us take a sequence uk k g N
p m. p m.bounded in L V; R and generate n g Y V; R in the sense
 .  . w x3 . Then 1 holds, too, and therefore, by 17, Theorem 7, part 2 , we
p m.have the lower semi-continuity of the mapping Y V; R ª R: n ¬
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< < p  .mH H l n dl dx at our disposal. It allows us to estimateV R x
p pk< <  . <  . <mH H l n dl dx F lim inf H u x dx - q`.V R x k ª` V
Remark 1. Note that Theorem 1 does not say that, having a sequence
 4 p m.u bounded in L V; R and generating a Young measure n gk k g N
p m.  . < < p 1 .Y V; R in the sense 3 , u converges weakly in L V to C definedk
 . < < p  .  4mby C x s H l n dl . Actually any sequence u concentrating itsR x k k g N
< < p``energy'' u can serve as a simple counterexample. On the other hand,k
 4in the proof of Theorem 1 we constructed some sequence u boundedk k g N
p m. p m.  .in L V; R and generated n g Y V; R in the sense 3 , for which
< < p 1 .u does converge weakly in L V to C. Note that the growth of ¨ isk
p m.  .irrelevant for Step 3 and Step 2 works also for ¨ g C R , so that 10
 . < < pholds for ¨ l s l , as well, and also Step 4 can be modified because the
p1 m  ..   . < < .enlarged test-integrand space L V; C R q C V m l is again0
separable. It strengthens our results because such enlarged space induces
a finer weak* topology.
Remark 2. Note if it is required only that
x ¬ ¨ l n dl g L1 V .  .  .H x /mR
 m. q m.for all ¨ g C R we can obtain that n g Y V; R only for anyp
p m.1 F q - p, but generally n f Y V; R .
w xRemark 3. Valadier 17, Section 5 defined the set of ``first-order''
1 m.   m. < <  .mYoung measures as Y V; R s n g Y V; R ; H H l n dl dx -V R x
4q` . Then, in our notation, Theorem 1 for p s 1 says precisely that
1 m. 1 m.Y V; R s Y V; R . Let us also remark that the inclusion
1 m. 1 m.Y V; R > Y V; R has been already demonstrated by Ball and
w x  .Murat 2, Section 3 . Moreover, the condition 7 was also used by
w xKinderlehrer and Pedregal 11 .
2. APPLICATIONS TO DIPERNA]MAJDA MEASURES
Now we want to apply Theorem 1 to give a partial characterization of
the DiPerna]Majda measures. Let us still introduce a certain ``regularity''
 .property of a DiPerna]Majda measure; we will say that s , n gÃ
p  m.  4D M V; R is p-nonconcentrating if there is a sequence uR k k g N
 .  .  < < p 4generating s , n in the sense 5 such that the set u ; k g N isÃ k
1 .relatively weakly compact in L V . By the Dunford]Pettis theorem, the
 < < p 4last condition says equivalently that the set u ; k g N is equi-inte-k
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grable, which means that for all « ) 0 there is r g Rq such that«
<  . < p w xpsup H u x dx F « ; see 7, Section IV.8 .k g N  x g V ; < u  x . < G r 4 kk «
THEOREM 2. Let V ; R n be a bounded open domain, let R be a
separable complete subring of the ring of all continuous bounded functions on
m ` m .  .   ..R , and let s , n g rca V = L V, s ; rca b R satisfyÃ w R
n dl s dx s 0. 11 .  .  .ÃHH x
m mV b R _RR
Then the following statements are equi¨ alent with each other:
 .  .  .i the pair s , n is a DiPerna]Majda measure, i.e., s , n gÃ Ã
p  m.D M V; R ,R
 .ii s is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure with
d being its density, and, for a.a. x g V,s
n dl 1 .Ãx
n G 0, n dl s 1, s . 12 .  .Ã ÃH H px x
m m < <1 q l d x .R R s
To prove this assertion, we will need the following auxiliary result.
 . p  m.  .LEMMA. A DiPerna]Majda measure s , n g D M V; R satisfies 11Ã R
if and only if it is p-nonconcentrating.
 4 p m.Proof. Let u ; L V; R be a bounded sequence converging tok k g N
 .  .s , n in the sense 5 .Ã
 < < p4First, let us suppose that u is relatively weakly compact ink k g N
1 .  < < p4L V , so that also 1 q u has this property; hence it is alsok k g N
uniformly integrable, which means: ;« ) 0 'D g Rq:«
< < psup 1 q u x dx F « . .H k
 <  . < 4xgV ; u x GDkgN k «
D D D  .For D ) 1, let us put ¨ s 1 y r with r defined by 8 . Note that always0
D D m ¨ g R, so that ¨ admits a continuous extension on b R denoted0 0 R
D . D .again by ¨ for the notational simplicity ; obviously ¨ l s 1 for l g0 0
b R m _ R m. Thus we can estimateR
n dl s dx F ¨ D« l n dl s dx .  .  .  .  .Ã ÃHH HHx 0 x
m m mV b R _R V b RR R
D« < < ps lim ¨ u x 1 q u x dx .  . .  .H 0 k k
kª` V
< < pF sup 1 q u x dx F « . .H k
 <  . < 4xgV ; u x GDkgN k «
 .As « ) 0 was arbitrary, 11 has been proved.
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Let us prove the converse implication. Supposing a DiPerna]Majda
 .  .  m < <measure s , n satisfies 11 and putting, as before, B s l g R ; l FÃ D
4D , we get
lim n dl s dx s n dl s dx s 0, .  .  .  .Ã ÃHH HHx x
m m mDªq` V b R _B V b R _RR D R
which follows simply from the Lebesgue dominated-convergence theorem
because
lim n dl s n dl for a.e. x g V .  .Ã ÃH Hx x
m m mDªq` b R _B b R _RR D R
and because
n dl F 1 for a.e. x g V . .ÃH x
mb R _BR D
Let us now take « ) 0. Then for D sufficiently large we have
«
D¨ l n dl s dx F n dl s dx F . .  .  .  .  .Ã ÃHH HH0 x x
m m 2V b R V b R _BR R D
Moreover, there is some k g N such that, for every k G k ,D D
«pD D < <¨ l n dl s dx y ¨ u x 1 q u x dx F . .  .  .  .  . .Ã  .H H H0 x 0 k k
m 2V b R VR
D  .. <  . < p.From above fact it follows that we obtained H ¨ u x 1 q u x dxV 0 k k
F « for any k G k , and therefore alsoD
< < p D < < p1 q u x dx F ¨ u x 1 q u x dx F « . .  .  . .  .H Hk 0 k k
 <  . < 4xgV ; u x GDq1 Vk
 < < p4The finite set 1 q u is apparently relatively weakly compactk ks1, . . . , kD1 .in L V , hence it is uniformly integrable, which means that for some D 0
 <  . < p.sufficiently large, H 1 q u x dx F « for any 1 F k F k . x g V ; < u  x . < G D 4 k Dk 0
Altogether we got for any k g N
< < p1 q u x dx F « . .H k
 <  . <  .4xgV ; u x Gmax D , Dq1k 0
As « ) 0 was arbitrary, we have proved that the whole sequence 1 q
< < p4u is uniformly integrable and therefore the DiPerna]Majda mea-k k g N
 .sure s , n is p-nonconcentrating.Ã
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 .  .  .Proof of Theorem 2. Let us start with the implication i « ii : By 11
 .  4and the previous lemma, s , n can be generated by a sequence uÃ k k g N
 < < p 4 1 .such that u ; k g N is relatively weakly compact in L V . In view ofk
 .  < < p. 1 .6 , we can see that s has a density d s w-lim 1 q u g L V .s k ª` k
 .mThe facts n G 0 and H n d l s 1 follow from n gÃ Ã Ãx b R xRm  .. w xY V, s ; rca b R , which was proved by DiPerna and Majda 6 . As nÃR x
m m  .vanishes on the remainder b R _ R because of 11 , we have alsoR
 .  . m mH n dl s 1. The remaining requirement in 12 , namely H 1 qÃR x R
< < p.y1  .  .y1  .l n dl s d x , follows from 5 if one takes the test functionÃx s
 m.  .  < < p.  .¨ g C R ; R as ¨ l s 1r 1 q l . Indeed, 5 implies the identity0 0 0
n dl .Ãx
g x dx s g x d x dx .  .  .H H H p s
m < <1 q lV V b RR
p y1 .  < < .mto be valid for all g g C V , from which we get H 1 q lb RR
 .  .  < < p.y1  .  .mn dl d x s H 1 q l n dl d x s 1. Altogether, we haveÃ Ãx s R x s
 .shown that the statement ii holds.
 .  .Let us go on to the implication ii « i : Let us put
n dl .Ãx
n dl s d x . 13 .  .  .px s < <1 q l
 4First, let us observe that n s n is a Young measure, i.e., n gx x g V
 m.  .  m.Y V; R , provided 12 is valid. Indeed, the fact that n g rca R is ax
probability measure is obvious so that we are to show the weak measurabil-
ity of n . This follows from the facts that, for all ¨ g R, we have0
`x ¬ ¨ l n dl g L V , s .  .  .ÃH 0 x /mb RR
 m.and, in particular, for all ¨ g C R0 0
`x ¬ ¨ l n dl s x ¬ ¨ l n dl g L V , s .  .  .  .  .Ã ÃH H0 x 0 x /  /m mR b RR
 .  . < < p.  m.  .  .mand, for ¨ l s¨ l 1q l with ¨ gC R , we have H ¨ l n dl s0 0 0 R x
 .  .  .md x H ¨ l n dl . It implies the weak measurability of the mappingÃs R 0 x
x ¬ n because the test function ¨ is arbitrary.x
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 .Moreover, the Young measure n defined by 13 satisfies the condition
 .7 because
< < plp< <l n dl s d x n dl .  .  .ÃH H px s x
m m < <1 q lR R
1
s d x 1 y n dl s d x y 1 .  .  .ÃH ps x s /m < <1 q lR
1 .and d belongs to L V , as supposed.s
 .Altogether, we are authorized to apply Theorem 1 to n from 13 , so
 4 p m.that we obtain a bounded sequence u ; L V, R such thatk k g N
¨ l .
lim g x ¨ u dx s g x n dl d x dx .  .  .  .  .ÃH HH pk x s
m < <1 q lkª` V V R
s g x ¨ l n dl d x dx .  .  .  .ÃHH 0 x s
mV R
 .  . < < p.  m. for all ¨ l s ¨ l 1 q l , ¨ g C R and we know according to0 0 0
m.  .  .Remark 1 that for ¨ s 1, too and for all g g C V . As R ; C R is0
separable, it can be proved by the same modification as outlined in
Remark 1 that the last equality holds for all ¨ g R. Now we use the0
 .  .assumption 11 to get i because
g x ¨ l n dl s dx .  .  .  .ÃHH 0 x
m mV b R _RR
F sup ¨ l max g x n dl s dx s 0 .  .  .  .ÃHH0 x
m mm V b R _RxgVlgR R
 .  .and because s dx s d x dx.s
p m.Remark 4. Having n g Y V; R , we can define
< < p1 q l n dl .  .xp< <d x s 1 q l n dl , n dl s . 14 .  .  .  .ÃHs x x
m d x .R s
 .  .  .  . p  m.Obviously, s , n satisfies 11 and 12 , so that s , n g D M V; R ,Ã Ã R
 .thanks to Theorem 2. Besides, s , n gives the same result as n whenÃ
tested by functions with the growth less than p in the sense that
¨ l .
¨ l n dl g x dx s n dl g x s dx 15 .  .  .  .  .  .  .ÃHH HH px x
m m < <1 q lV R V b RR
m .  .for any ¨ g C R and g g C V .p
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In our last theorem we will show that every DiPerna]Majda measure
 .  .s , n which does not satisfy 11 can be modified to a DiPerna]MajdaÃ
 .  .  .measure s 9, n 9 satisfying 11 and, simultaneously, both s , n andÃ Ã
 .s 9, n 9 give the same results when tested by functions with the growthÃ
less than p in the sense that
¨ l .
n dl g x s dx .  .  .ÃHH p x
m < <1 q lV b RR
¨ l .
Xs n dl g x s 9 dx 16 .  .  .  .ÃHH p x
m < <1 q lÃV b RR
m .  .for any ¨ g C R and g g C V .p
 . p  m.THEOREM 3. Let the ring R be separable and let s , n g D M V; RÃ R
 .be gi¨ en. Furthermore, let us define an absolutely continuous s 9 g rca V by
1 .means of the density d g L V gi¨ en bys 9
y1
n dl .Ãx
d x s n dl 17 .  .  .ÃH Hps 9 x /m m< <1 q lR R
` m  ..and n 9 g L V, s ; rca b R byÃ w R
m<n dl .Ã RxXn dl s . 18 .  .Ãx
mH n dl .ÃR x
 . p  m.  .Then s 9, n 9 g D M V; R is p-nonconcentrating and satisfies 16 forÃ R
m .  .any ¨ g C R and g g C V .p
 4  .Proof. Let u be a generating sequence of s , n bounded inÃk k g N
p m. p m.L V, R . On the other hand, this sequence generates n g Y V; R
 . p m.satisfying 15 . Due to Remark 4 this n g Y V; R defines a p-noncon-
 .centrating DiPerna]Majda measure, let us denote it by s 9, n 9 gÃ
p  m.  .  .  .D M V; R , which satisfies 15 with s 9, n 9 in place of s , n . It is easyÃ ÃR
 .  .  .to see that 16 is fulfilled. Using 12 and 13 , one can see that n g
p m. Y V; R defined above has the following form for detailed computa-
w x.tion see 12
y1
n dl n dl .  .Ã Ãx x
n dl s . 19 .  .H p px  /m < < < <1 q l 1 q lR
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 .Using 14 , we can calculate
< < p < < pd x s 1 q l n dl s 1 q l n dl .  .  .  .H Hs 9 x x
m mR R
y1
n dl .Ãxs n dl , .ÃH Hp x /m m< <1 q lR R
 .  .  .which is just 17 . Then 18 follows from 14 straightforwardly.
Remark 5. Note that Theorem 3 gives a certain criterion which is to be
 . p  m.inevitably fulfilled by every s , n g D M V; R , namely, that the right-Ã R
 .hand side of 17 must be absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure. In particular, n must be fully supported on theÃx
remainder b R m _ R m, provided s concentrates at the point x in ques-R
wtion. This observation has been already made by DiPerna and Majda 6,
 .x Formula 4.18 but only for the case of the coarsest i.e., Alexandroff's
. mone-point compactification of R .
 . p  m.Remark 6. It can be shown that every s , n g D M V; R admitsÃ R
 . p  m.  .  .precisely one s 9, n 9 g D M V; R satisfying 11 and 16 ; it is naturalÃ R
 .  . w xto call this s 9, n 9 a p-nonconcentrating modification of s , n ; see 13Ã Ã
for a general pursuit of this idea. Then Theorem 3 yields an explicit
formula for this p-nonconcentrating modification. The notion of p-non-
concentrating modification plays a key role in studying a detailed structure
of the set of the DiPerna]Majda measures as extremal points and rays; cf.
w x.12 and in the proof of nonconcentration of solutions to various relaxed
wcoercive optimization problems. For variational problems we refer to 10,
x w x14 and for optimal control problems, to 3, 14 .
Remark 7. Theorem 1 is also valid in case V is unbounded with finite
Lebesgue's measure. On the other hand, the boundedness of V is essential
 .for Theorem 2; otherwise C V would not be separable and would have to
be replaced by some separable subspace.
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